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Why Eastwall? 

- Industry best-practices using 

Microsoft’s proven Cloud 

Adoption Framework (CAF) 

- Personalized full-service 

offering with end-to-end cloud 

planning, design, 

implementation & operations 

support.  

- Technology deliver team with 

decades of cumulative Azure 

experience that support 

growing your Azure landing 

zone into modern data, 

application & AI use cases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eastwall’s Azure Landing Zone (ALZ) 

A well-defined foundational landing zone is the cornerstone of your long-term 

cloud strategy. Your organization needs the right basis to deploy critical 

business workloads in a secure manner, ensuring your long-term adoption for 

future data, application, and AI opportunities.  

Eastwall is invested in ensuring your landing zone has the appropriate 

governance, automation, and security controls for long-term cloud success. 

Partnership Approach 

Already have a cloud footprint? Need less, or maybe even more? Eastwall offers 

engagements between four and eight in duration in which your team receives a 

hands-on experience designing architectures and implementing your unique Azure 

need(s). We can evaluate existing cloud footprints (Azure, AWS, GCP or otherwise) 

and help design with other clouds in mind or retool existing footprints that aren’t 

currently meeting the need.  

Eastwall – Azure Landing Zone (ALZ) Solution Offer 
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Founded in 2022, Eastwall is a unique professional services firm in the Azure cloud space. We are a 

Cloud-focused Microsoft partner. Our vision is predicated on bettering business outcomes through 

modern technology implementations and operating models built in the Microsoft Cloud. Learn how 

Eastwall helps our clients pave the way as leading organizations at www.eastwall.com. 

Develop an Azure governance strategy and configuration plan. Deploy your reusable assets to a 

defined subscription hierarchy with Azure Policy and Blueprints for compliance & security enabled – 

all with auditable reporting.  

GOVERNANCE 

Enable and configure operational capabilities for Azure Workloads.  Establish standard Azure 

Security practices.  Deploy Azure monitoring, logging, and alerting to gain visibility into your 

environment. Review & implement disaster recovery or business continuity needs. 

MONITORING & OPERATIONS 

Establish clear patterns, blueprints, and methodologies to deploy, manage and operate 

infrastructure such as virtual machines, databases, storage, application services and other relevant 

cloud componentry.  

INFRASTRUCTURE 

Establish an Azure hub and spoke network topology to build a viable ecosystem for immediate use-

cases, secured through best-practice tools and scalable for future cloud application onboarding. 

NETWORKING 

http://www.eastwall.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/eastwall/

